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Bun Hung holds degrees in Arts and Law from
the University of Sydney. For the past 30
years, he has worked exclusively in the
upstream oil and gas industry, initially as a
legal adviser and subsequently in commercial,
business
development
and
general
management roles. Mr Hung was the General
Manager of Command Petroleum Limited prior
to that company being taken over by Cairn
Energy PLC in 1996, after which he was
appointed to the position of Managing
Director, responsible for the company’s
Indian and South Asian activities. In 1994, he
led the negotiations for the award of the
Ravva Field Development PSC in the KG Basin
on behalf of the joint venture comprising
Command Petroleum, Videocon Limited and
Marubeni Corporation. Many provisions of the
Ravva PSC, which was largely drafted by him,
still form the basis of a significant part of
model PSC’s used by the Government of India
for the NELP blocks. Mr Hung played a major
role in the $150 million public listing of ROC
Oil Company Limited on the Australian Stock
Exchange in 1999 and was an Executive Director of that company until 2001. From 2001
until the present, Mr Hung has been retained by Reliance Industries Limited to advise
on strategic development issues relating to Reliance’s domestic and international oil
and gas business. Mr Hung was the founding Chairman of Orion Petroleum Limited, a
listed oil and gas exploration company based in Sydney, a position he relinquished at
the end of 2009. In 2013, he was engaged as a Commercial Adviser to Cairn India Limited,
a position he currently holds. He has delivered papers at various industry conferences
and has advised a number of national oil companies on matters relating to their
production sharing contracts. He also runs industry workshops on international
petroleum contracts under the auspices of the prestigious School of Petroleum
Engineering of the University of New South Wales as well as being an occasional lecturer.

